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TO OUR CUSTOMERS
Having completed my first full year as Managing Director, I am

interlibrary loan requesting and management system, to enhance ou r

pleased to report that OCLC

services to public libraries in the United Kingdom .The V3 database

PICA

is making substantive progress

toward achieving its vision of being the leading European and

contains more than 5 million bibliographic records and location

African library cooperative.

information for over 40 million volumes from 78 public and special

2003 was a year of solid achievement as libraries continued their

Wales.The system is ISO-compliant and arranges about one-half of

strong use of OCLC PICA products and services.We strengthened

all interlibrary loans among

our core library products in cataloguing, resource sharing, reference

tion not only as an opportunity to widen access to the V3 system

libraries in London, the South East, the West Midlands and South
U .K .

public libraries.We view this acquisi-

and library systems and continued to promote new digital services

but also as the first step in building a European wide network of

in preservation, e-books and virtual reference. We restructured

interlibrary loan services that links union catalogues and resource

the organisation into a more library-focused enterprise. And we

sharing systems.

welcomed a new Chairman of the OCLC PICA Supervisory Board. *

PiCarta, OCLC PICA's online reference system for end users, was

Library Services
Universitatsbibliothek at Potsdam University in Germany was the

ranking, a redesigned interface, and additional sorting options for

first library to install and operate LBS4 , OCLC PICA's new local library

e-book collection, enabling libraries to link to e-book content directly

system. This is particularly noteworthy since Potsdam is a new library

from PiCarta. More than 670 libraries now subscribe to PiCarta, and

upgraded with expert searching capabilities, expanded relevance
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result sets. We also added bibliographic records fo r the netlibrary

systems customer and moved to LBS4 from another local library

usage grew in 2003 by 29% percent. Users performed more than 4.6

system. LBS4 offers powerful new functionality and user-requested

million searches, arranged I million interlibrary loans and viewed

productivity features to help libraries manage their operations more

57,000 full text articles online. The link to the OCLC WorldCat data-

efficiently.The system can be managed locally or hosted at the OCLC

base from PiCarta resulted in nearly 200,000 searches by end users .

PICA information technology centre. Either way it provides a new

Our emerging services in digital preservation, e-books and virtual

level of service to libraries and their users.Throughout 2004, we will

reference continued to show increasing acceptance by lib raries.

migrate libraries with LBS3 systems to this state-of-the-art platform.

We launched a virtual reference desk pilot in South Africa involving

An enhanced version of the OCLC PICA Central Library System (cas)

six academic libraries. The pilot is modeled after Al@din, the Dutch

was developed and installed for our Dutch and French customers.

digital reference desk for public libraries implemented last year, and

New features streamline and integrate searching, cataloguing, and

delivers reference assistance to un iversity students and researchers

interlibrary loan for librarians using the GGC and NCC systems in

online. It is an important step in establishing a Web-based network

the Netherlands, as well as for the Systeme Universitaire de Docu-

of reference librarians in South Africa.

mentation (suooc), which connects more than 400 libraries at

The North West Academic Libraries

I IO French univers ities. We intend to bring th is updated version

University licensed from OCLC PICA the largest eBook collection

to our German partners, Gemeinsamer Bibliotheksverbund (Gav),

in Europe - 12,000 netlibrary eBooks titles. OCLC PICA and netli-

(NOWAL)

consortium and Keele

The Library and Information system of the federal state Hesse

brary also were chosen by the NHS Purchasing and Supply Agency to

(HEBIS), and Die Deutsche Bibliothek (DOB) in 2004.

participate in a new national framework agreement for the supply of

On July 4, 2003, OCLC PICA purchased V3 .Web, the former LiBPAC

electronic books to staff working for NHS England 's 274 NHS Trusts

Statistic
GGC

GGC

searches

The cataloguing database is a heavily used database. The number of searches in the cataloguing
system increased quite considerably in 2003.This may be caused by the fact that some libraries
moved internally, which meant adjusting some of their data in the GGC.
The number of searches is not only related to the number of processed title-records but also
to the processing of main entries and subject headings.

and healthcare establishments.

NHS

Stephan van Reisen, with more then IO years of international experi-

Scotland has a collection of

netlibrary eBooks that are accessible to all

NHS

Scotland staff

through its e-library.
In digital preservation, the British Library digitised more than 45,000
pages of The Penny Illustrated Paper using software licensed from
OCLC PICA.This project was part of Collect Britain, the British

ence in IT was brought on board July I to lead this effort.
Clearly, OCLC PICA's ability to work closely with libraries, understand
the challenges they are facing, and respond with appropriate and cost
effective solutions is key to creating more value for you. Our new
organisational structure will facilitate this effort.

Library's largest digitisation project that will showcase I00,000
objects from 16 of the Library's collections. We also signed an
agreement to market the digitisation and preservation services of
Strata Preservation, a subsidiary of the KB (Royal Library of the
Netherlands) and OCLC, in Europe.

Finances

As we restructure our organisation and strengthen our services to
libraries, our financial performance remains strong. OCLC PICA met
or exceeded goals in almost every financial category in fiscal year
2003. Consolidated revenues were comfortably above forecast at
17.0 million - 9.5 million of Pica products and 7.5 million of
OCLC products. We continued to invest in the future with capital
expenditures that exceeded 25% of our revenues. Major projects
included new or upgraded technological platforms for PiCarta, our

Organisation

We continued to restructure our organisation in 2003 in order to
identify and respond to market trends and library demands in a
timelier manner. As I stated in last year's letter, we are committed
to building closer relationships with our customers and partners that
will lead to a better matching of needs and services.
To help accomplish this, we created a Product Management department that is responsible for driving OCLC PICA's product development. The new department will manage the current product portfolio
as well as conduct market research to determine our future development path. The new area is headed by Theo Doreleijers, an experienced
marketer who joined OCLC PICA on July I. The input of OCLC PICA
customers, both formal and informal, will be vital to helping us
increase the quality and efficiency of our product development efforts.
We also merged three Sales departments into one integrated Sales
o rganisation under the leadership of Janet Lees, who has been with
OCLC for more than 20 years and whose knowledge of the European
library landscape is extensive.The new Sales organisation will work
more closely with libraries to streamline their use of OCLC PICA
services and to gather information on regional trends and developments for future product evaluation.
The Information Technology Centre was realigned to focus on the
technical development and maintenance of OCLC PICA services.

9,500

2003

13,724,899

2002

12,632,918

2001

12,220,773

10.000

Central Library System and our Local Library System; new user
support systems in Leiden and Birmingham; and replacement of
current office furniture , fixtures and systems.
Governance

On August Ist, 2003 Mr. Joris E.J. van Bergen was appointed Chairman
of the Supervisory Board of OCLC PICA on behalf of the Pica Foundation. Mr.Van Bergen brings a wealth of experience and expertise
to OCLC PICA in business management. He is currently Deputy
Chairman of the Board of Governors for Leiden University and
Chairman of the SURF Foundation, the Dutch higher education and
research partnership organisation for network services and information and communications technology.We look forward to his valued
advice and insightful leadership, along with other Board members
Jay Jordan, OCLC President and Chief Executive Officer, and Rick
Schwieterman, OCLC Vice President and Chief Financial Officer.
The Board's advice and counsel are vital to the continued success
of OCLC PICA.
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A proud tradition, an exciting future
OCLC PICA's roots lie in the cooperative efforts of libraries in the

Netherlands that began more than 30 years ago. From the Dutch
Union Catalogue to the GGC shared automated cataloguing system,
to the IBL interlibrary loan system - Dutch libraries and the original
Pica organisation have created a solid foundation on which we in
OCLC PICA today are building an exciting future . Going forward, we
will continue to work closely with users through the Netherlands
National Information Infrastructure to meet their future needs.
OCLC PICA's core systems are important assets not just for the
Netherlands, but also for the European library community.
Indeed as I continue to meet with librarians and partners throughout
Europe and Africa, I sense a growing excitement in the profession.
The last 30 years of central catalogues, interlibrary loan, local library
systems and end user services, have been a prelude to greater things
to come.We have opportunities not only in new areas such as
e-learning, digital preservation and digital repositories, but also in
connecting our systems and expanding library cooperation. OCLC
PICA is uniquely positioned to meet the local needs of libraries and
link them in a worldwide library network.
On behalf of the management team of OCLC PICA I thank you for
your continued support.

Dr Rein van Charldorp MBA,june 2004

* Cees Datema, 1944-2004
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In May 2004, OCLC PICA suffered a grievous loss wi!h the unexpected
death of Cees Datema. Dr. Datema served as Chairman of the Pica
Foundation and the OCLC PICA Supervisory Board (or many years until
August I, 2003. Dr. Datema's leadership was essential in establishing
OCLC PICA's vision of being the leading European library organisation and
linking to the global library network. We mourn his death and are grateful
for his contribution to our cause over the past years.

Statistic
GGC

GGC

Processed publications

The number of processed publications is quite stable during the last years. In 2003 there
was a slight increase due to adding holdings of the public libraries as part of the WSF project.
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2003

1,182.260

2002

l, 100. 263

2001

1.128,205

YEAR IN REVI EVV
> OCLC PICA's Advisory Board for the Netherlands National

physical libraries contributing bibliographic records to the system and

Information Infrastructure (u1s) meets twice in 2003 and reaffirms

almost 2000 which access the database to view the available content.

its commitment to a national interlibrary loan system. Following
a comprehensive market study, UIS recommends that OCLC PICA:

> Based on the results of a feasibility study, OCLC PICA develops

develops additional pricing models for the ILL system; improves

an ILL-transformer to link the CBS interlibrary loan service with the

document delivery of medical journal articles; streamlines procedures

OCLC ILL system in the US.

for licensing electronic journals and batch-loading library holdings;
and increases ILL charges according to policies of the Cooperative

> OCLC PICA builds a new online catalogue of 1.3 million records

Body of University Libraries, the Royal Library and the library of the

and 3 million holdings for the WSF libraries ( 13 public libraries with

Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (UKB).

scientific collections).The new catalogue will become fully operational
in 2004 with Internet access, interlibrary loan and a request function

> OCLC PICA develops an economical migration path

to

LSB4 for

LBS3 libraries. Customers can opt for a phased transition, moving their

for Web surfers. As part of the project, articles from the national
newspaper De Telegraaf were added

to

the Krantenbank database.

LBS3 system to a new, Sun Solaris platform first, and gradually upgrading to LBS4 according to their implementation plans. OCLC PICA

> OCLC PICA acquires LiBPAC and the V3.Web service - an ILL

closely works with the University of Groningen (the Netherlands)

service used by libraries in the UK.

to test the software and the gradual implementation.
> On August I, 2003, Mr. Joris E.J. van Bergen becomes Chairman of

> Universitatsbibliothek Potsdam at the University of Potsdam

the Pica Foundation and the Supervisory Board of OCLC PICA B.V.,

(Germany) is the first library to implement LBS4 in 2003 as their

the European library organisation owned jointly by the Pica Founda-

new integrated library system, choosing the OCLC PICA system

tion and OCLC. He succeeds Dr. C. Datema, who was a member of
the Board of Pica Foundation since October I, 1996 and its chairman

to replace their Allegro system.

since July I, 1998, as well as chairman of the Supervisory Board of
> An organisational wide development effort begins to make OCLC

OCLC PICA since its incorporation in 1999.

PICA databases, software and systems Unicode compliant by 2004.
The Unicode standard is a character coding system designed to sup-

> OCLC PICA announces that netlibrary will provide eBooks to

port the worldwide interchange, processing and display of the written

the National Health Service (NHS) Purchasing and Supply Agency

texts of the diverse languages of the modern world.

in England as part of an effort

to

purchase electronic information

resources for NHS libraries. Laura Gillan, Buyer, NHS Purchasing and
> OCLC PICA upgrades and enhances the Central Library System

Supply Agency, says, 'We give procurement support to NHS libraries

(cBs) for the Agence Bibliographique de l'Enseignement Superieur

by providing access to new and innovative information solutions.The

(ABES). The new features streamline and integrate searching, catalo-

electronic books available through netlibrary will enable access

guing, and interlibrary loan for librarians using Systeme Universitaire

broad range of additional resources.'

to

a

de Documentation (suooc). There are currently 131 institutions
8

using the suooc system.This figure, however, translates into 950

Statistic

> The number of reference questions submitted to Al@din skyrockets

GGC

New titles online

This table gives information about the number of new titles catalogued online for all materials,
including article-records, so not only for books and periodicals. The increase in 2003 is mainly
due to an increase of non-book-material catalogued, like museum objects and letters.

after a national, multimedia promotion by the Netherlands Associa-

> A new online public access catalogue module for the OCLC PICA

tion of Public Libraries

local library system is widely installed at LBS libraries in the Nether-

(NAPL)

using television, radio and newspapers.

Al@din, the Dutch digital reference desk, is a Web-based network of

lands, the first step in rolling out LBS4 in 2004.

librarians that delivers reference assistance to researchers anytime,
anyplace. It is a locally branded, customised version of QuestionPoint,

> NHTV, a school for higher learning in Breda becomes the first

OCLC

organisation to host the OCLC PICA local library system at the

PICA's

worldwide virtual reference service used by 1,000 librar-

ies in 19 countries. Al@din links SO public libraries in the Netherlands

Leiden Information Technology Centre. OCLC PICA staff performs

and is available to any library user in the country through the NAPL

functional , technical and operational support. The pilot's success leads

Web site. Al@din can answer questions locally and nationally or

to other organisations' interest to have their LBS hosted.

seamlessly refer them to QuestionPoint international network.
'People want information quick and at home, so as a public library

> Libraries that license eBooks from netlibrary can link to their

we must use the Internet to communicate and help our customers,'

collection from PiCarta after bibliographic records for 65,000

says Pieternel Thijssen, Manager Digital Innovation, Public Library

netLibrary titles are added to the PiCarta database.

ofTilburg.
> OCLC PICA begins hosting the NRC Digital Archive at its Informa-

> Our German partner GBV selects iPort as its consortia portal

tion Technology Centre. Updated daily, the archive contains articles

and the portal of choice for its individual member libraries.The GBV

dating back to 1991 from NRC Handelsblad, a Dutch daily newspaper.

implementation, known as P7, is featured at the GBV Annual Confer-

It is accessible from the NRC website using the PiCarta search engine.

ence in Greifswald, Germany in September.

Searching is free but there is a charge for viewing articles.

> The GAELIC consortium in South Africa launches a Question Point

> A new version of iPort, OCLC PICA's Internet Information Portal,

pilot involving six academic libraries: Unisa Library and Information
Services; RAU Library Services; University of Pretoria Academic Infor-

provides optimal searching performance, a wider range of databases
and more interface customisation options.

mation Services;Vaal University of Technology; University of the Witwatersrand (Wartenweiler) Library; and the University of the North.
As part of the launch, the American Culture & Information Center in

> The University of Kwazulu Natal is the first library in South Africa
to license eBooks from netlibrary, subscribing to I00 science and

Johannesburg hosts a digital videoconference between South African
and American e-reference experts. The pilot is an important first step

engineering titles.

to establishing a collaborative online reference service for library

> Nineteen libraries in the UNAK consortium in Turkey subscribe to

consortia in South Africa.

the OCLC FirstSearch Base package - I I reference databases includ-

> Dutch public libraries gain access to the Keesings Historisch

OCLC's fixed fee cataloguing service.

ing Wilson SelectPlus, a full text database. Twelve libraries start using
Archief, database containing the historical archive of the publisher
Keesings and the Consumentengids file of consumer product tests
through Publiekwijzer/PiCarta.

> The Middle Eastern Technical University.Ankara, Turkey, selects
OCLC PICA to evaluate its 300,000-title library collection using the

9

> 0CLC and 0CLC PICA staff participate in the World Library and

0CLC ACAS Collection Analysis service.

Information Congress: 69th IFLA General Conference held in Berlin,
> Artistotle University Thessaloniki acquires 371 eBooks, the first

I -9th August. (photo 2)

academic library in Greece to subscribe to the netlibrary collection.
> 0CLC
> Aristotle University Thessaloniki and the University of Macedonia

sign up for QuestionPoint, the 0CLC Pl CA virtual reference service.

PICA

and Dynix announce a programme of technical co-

operation to enhance interoperability between their services in the
European library community.The cooperation focuses on providing seamless access between Dynix local systems incorporating the

> Open University is the first academic library in Israel to license

Horizon Information Portal (HIP) and the 0CLC PICA Central System

netlibrary eBooks, subscribing to 248 titles.

(css) used in many European countries for managing bibliographic

> During its annual meeting, ccz, a consortium of hospital libraries

to ensure effective interoperability between the systems.

union catalogues. Development teams will use open system standards
in the Netherlands, celebrates the I 0th anniversary of using the
0CLC PICA shared cataloguing system (GGC).The group now has

> 0CLC PICA signs an agreement to market the digitisation and

85 members, an increase of 70 since 1993, and has built the Central

preservation services of Strata Preservation to organisations in
Europe. Strata Preservation is a subsidiary of the Royal Library of

Catalog of Hospital libraries using GGC.

the Netherlands and 0CLC. (photo 3)
> 0CLC PICA congratulates the Biomedical Information chapter of

the Netherlands Association of Library and Information Professionals

> Cambridge University Library selects 0CLC PICA and MARC Link

on its 50th anniversary. BMI promotes librarianship and career devel-

to perform the retrospective conversion of its guard book catalogue,

opment through conferences, publications and training seminars.

which contains about 1.3 million bibliographic records of books and

> 0CLC PICA and Sabinet Online announce a free trial to SA ePub-

versity Librarian, 'Thanks to a generous donation of £ 800,000 from

lications using the PiCarta interface. SA ePublications is a database of

the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, augmented by £200,000 from the

periodicals published between I 500 and 1978. Says Peter Fox, Uni-

160 full-text electronic journals from South African publishers.

Isaac Newton Trust, library users can expect to see the entire guard

It offers collections in business and finance; law; medical and health;

book catalogue online within the next four years.'

religion; science, technology and agriculture; and the social sciences
and humanities. Some collections have an archive that dates back

> Hogeschool van Arnhem en Nijmegen (HAN), a school for higher

to 2000, and many offer abstracts back to 1971 . Tl-e majority of the

learning with several locations in the Netherlands, chooses the 0CLC

journals are published in English; 23% of the journals are in Afrikaans

PICA Local Library System for managing their libraries.With LSB4,
HAN will streamline their library operations and provide users with

and 3% in Dutch, German or French.

an easy-to-use online public access catalogue. HAN also will offer
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> 0CLC PICA signs a three-year agreement with LexisNexis to con-

PiCarta to students and catalogue their collection using the 0CLC

tinue hosting De Krantenbank, a full text database of newspapers in

PICA shared cataloguing system.

the Netherlands, for Dutch public libraries. (photo I)

Statistic

NCC/IBL

NCC/IBL: ILL

request

The number of ILL requests decreased considerably.This is in line with the tendency for end
users to get their information as much as possible full text, directly through the Internet.
'IBL' covers the ILL requests issued by library staff. '0BN' and 'PiCarta' cover the ILL requests
issued via the web interface for end users.

> Haagse Hogeschool, a school for higher learning in The Hague,

purchases QuestionPoint and begins forming a consortium of
higher education schools to build a knowledge base of questions
and answers.
> As part of Collect Britain - the British Library's largest digitisa-

tion project - the British Library digitises from microfilm more than

45,000 pages ofThe Penny Illustrated Paper using Olive software
licensed from 0CLC PICA.

" photo I: Mr. Rob Veneboer, Director of Lexis Nexis Benelux a.v., and Rein
von Charldorp sign the agreement to continue hosting the Krantenbank

" photo 2: /FLA Conference Berlin

> The North West Academic Libraries (NoWAL) consortium and

Keele University purchase 12,000 eBooks from netlibrary, the
largest eBook collection in Europe. As part of the three-year
agreement facilitated by 0CLC PICA, NOWAL members also will
gain access to new eBook titles as they become available through
netlibrary. Says Da-ne Sandra Burslem,Vice-Chancellor of the
Manchester Metropolitan University, 'The benefits to our students
are huge. Increasingly, we rely upon various combinations of virtual,
distance, independent modes of delivery and, as we all know, our
students increasingly have difficulty juggling their time to complete
their studies and to maintain the part-time jobs that are increasingly
necessary. And even if we were able to keep our libraries open round
the clock (which we aren't), it is not always convenient for students
to visit them at awkward hours. So the ability to study anywhere, any
time is a real boon.'
> A new version of PiCarta, 0CLC PICA's integrated, multi-material
database that contains request facilities and that offers access to
online resources and electronic documents, debuts. Highlights of the
new version include expert searching capabilities, expanded relevance
ranking, a simpler, redesigned interface, and additional sorting options
for result sets.

" photo 3: Mr. Robert Schouten, Director of Strata Preservation N . v., and
Rein van Charldorp sign the agreement to market services in Europe

2003

IBL
0BN
PiCarta
Total

255,565
108,190
106,252
470,007

2002

IBL
0BN
PiCarta
Total

308,665
83 , 459
134,956
527,080

2001

IBL
0BN
PiCarta
Total

338,838
96,920
93,745
529,503

> A high performance, Web-based Customer Service Desk allows
users to enter and track support questions and issues.

II

> OCLC PICA staff from Leiden and Birmingham work together with
technical staff from OCLC Dublin on the first phase to integrate the
IT networks of Birmingham, Dublin and Leiden. In the first phase an
encrypted secure connection between these locations has been built
which will be used for all internal electronic communication.
> OCLC PICA installs several modules of a new EDP system

AccountView to optimize internal processes.
> At London Online, OCLC PICA holds its first 'Digital Futures'

seminar and also holds a reception for libraries and partners and
a distributor meeting to update distributors on new products and
services. (photo I &2)
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photo I &2: London Online Conference

Statistic NccflBL
NCC/IBL: ILL Percentage requests

fulfilled

The percentage of ILL requests fulfilled by libraries for Loans (monographs) increased,
whereas the percentage for Copies (of articles) slightly decreased.The reason for the
decrease may be the termination of delivery by one of the larger suppliers of medical
literature in the Netherlands.

2003

Loan
81.40
Copy
91.91
Average 88 .17

2002

Loan
Copy
Average

2001

Loan
81.94
Copy
93.25
Average 89.92

2000

Loan
Copy
Average

1999

Loan
81.44
Copy
93. 77
Average 90.55

1998

Loan
80.37
Copy
93.26
Average 89.88

1997

Loan
80.01
Copy
93.09
Average 89.49

80.76
92.50
88.87

82.03
93.60
90.50

FEATURE SECTION
The vision of OCLC PICA is to be the leading European library
organisation, helping libraries serve people by providing economical
access co knowledge through innovation and collaboration. Pursuing
chis vision requires international leadership, innovative services and
trusting partnerships. In 2003, OCLC PICA made significant progress
in each one of these endeavours.

....
/

INTERNATIONAL LEADERSHIP - OCLC MEMBERS
COUNCIL

One of the most vital aspects of the OCLC cooperative, 60% shareholder of OCLC PICA B.V ., is the opportunity co participate in Members Council, which meets three times a year co advise OCLC on
programmes, services and strategies. The Council elects six members
to the OCLC Board of Trustees and ratifies changes co the Articles of
Incorporation and Code of Regulations. It is an important venue for
shaping the future of librarianship and the

OCLC

cooperative.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Four librarians (Norma Read, Wim van Drimmelen, Chris Bailey and
Dianne Man) from the OCLC PICA region served on the Members
Council in 2003 .
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Statistic
NCC/taL:

The Royal Library of the Netherlands (KB)

NCC/IBL

Process time

The table shows that the performance of libraries in the Netherlands is resulting in a very
efficient and stable

ILL

system.

many differences there are between countries, economically, politically

Norma Read
Manager, Bibliographic Access, University of Cape Town
South Africa
In October 2003, a special International Delegates Focus Group
meeting was held, and was so successful and stimulating that such a
meeting will now become an annual feature at Members Council. It
may not always be appropriate to air conflicting views in the public
forum, and this focus group provided a valuable arena for discussion.
The related themes for 2003/2004 of Communication for the Collaborative, and Globalization of OCLC Members Council, both underline
the intention of OCLC to be more global and inclusive.
As a member of the Cataloguing and Metadata Interest Group I have
been involved in the discussion around the issue of 'record-nabbing,'
and following several meetings and conference calls a new guideline
was drawn up and eventually accepted as an addition to the WorldCat Principles of Cooperation. Members Council offers a forum to
showcase new developments in library technology, and to comment
on research and innovation - both 'off-beam' and realistic.The publication of The 2003 OCLC Environmental Scan: Pattern Recognition, as
well as the Five Year Information Format Trends reports, both attempt to
give a 'future-look' to the library environment outside our conceptual
limits of perception.

Wim van Drimmelen
Director General, National Library of the Netherlands
The Netherlands
'What strikes me about the Members Council is that OCLC takes the
input from its members very seriously and always takes care that the
issues that are raised receive adequate feedback.
An important issue that was highlighted this year has been the globalisation of OCLC. I always find it remarkable to experience how

0%

< 2 days

< 10 days

> 10 days

2003

61.24

36.28

2.49

2002

54.60

42.43

2.97

2001

54.27

42.44

3.30

2000

51.98

45.04

2.98

1999

47.53

48.50

3.98

1998

48.45

47.25

4.30

1997

39.64

55.03

5.33

10%

20%

as well as culturally, even though the library profession is basically
the same. Members Council, by meeting people from over the world
in pe son, offers the best way to become aware of these differences
and
create understanding. That is a very important prerequisite for
glob isation.
As t e representative of OCLC PICA I hope to have made people
bett r aware of the differences of our culture to that of the US,
base on my experience as a national librarian and working in cooperati e projects throughout Europe. The basic difference is that
Ame ica is much more homogeneous than Europe.'

Chri Bailey
Dire tor of Librarr Services, Un iversity of Glasgow
Unit d Kingdom
This year I was particularly impressed by two presentations.The first
cam from Christine Deschamps on the World Summit on the lnformati n Society which was followed by a panel discussion between
dele tes from different countries which forced us all to reflect on
the obal nature of OCLC.The second presentation came from Brian
Lavo e, OCLC Research Scientist, on the economic challenges of digital eservation, particularly his thoughtful comments on the issues
surr unding sustainability. And finally, as always, I am enormously
grat ful for the work of the OCLC Research & Developments teams
- th latest publication, the Environmental Scan, is a terrific piece of
wor and I hope it gets the recognition it deserves. It is particularly
in th s area that OCLC adds value for me. All in all, participating in
Me bers Council is an enjoyable and worthwhile opportunity to
enga e with colleagues world-wide.'
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Dianne Man
Deputy University Librarian, University of Witwatersrand
South Africa
'I was honoured to be elected to serve on the 2003/2004 Executive
Committee of Members Council as delegate-at-large.This has given
me an opportunity to have a say in the structure and content of the
meetings and to ensure that global perspective is kept in the forefront.
During 2003, we managed to get one step closer to the integration of
the OCLC PICA andWorldCat databases by encouraging OCLC to put
in a link through Connexion, the OCLC Cataloguing system.There is
still a lot of work to be done , and we will continue to urge OCLC to
speed up the integration as this affects the number of delegates that
we have on Members Council.'
Dianne referred to what the late Ian Mowat once said;

'All delegates to Members ' Council - but perhaps particularly those from
outside the United States - have an exciting opportunity to encourage and
help OCLC make its global strategy a success for the benefit of the global
community.'

" The Public Library ofTilburg

Ian Mowat ( 1946-2002)
Librarian, Edinburgh University Library, Edinburgh, United Kingdom
Delegate, OCLC Members Council, 1996-2002
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Statistic
OCLC

WorldCat

The

OCLC

WorldCat searches in

GGC

and PiCarta are experiencing a slight decrease but they

are still considered to be high. Excluded are the searches (63,724) made in
Retrocon project of the KB.

GGC

as part of the

INNOVATIVE SERVICES - VJ.WEB AND LBS4

OCLC PICA provides products and services to meet the local needs
of libraries and to link them to the global library network.
VJ.Web enhances

OCLC PICA'S

resource sharing network

OCLC PICA purchased V3.Web from LiBPAC Computer Services
Limited in July 2003. V3.Web is interlibrary loan system that links 40
million volumes and 5 million bibliographic records from 78 public
and special libraries in the United Kingdom - London, the South East,
the West Midlands and South Wales. Since it is ISO-compliant, the
system can connect with other standards-based ILL networks, such as
the OCLC PICA Interlibrary loan system, to create a seamless service
for managing local, regional and international borrowing and lending.
A range of features and options, including end-user initiated requests,
allow libraries to customize the system for maximum efficiency and
workflow flexibility.
The acquisition is part of OCLC PICA's strategy to extend cooperation and resource sharing among European libraries by linking union
catalogues and interlibrary loan systems.
'V3.Web remains the premier electronic ILL requesting and management tool available in the UK,' said Martin Harrison, Managing Director of LiBPAC. 'We are delighted that OCLC PICA is to continue our
innovative development strategy, widen access and provide exciting
new opportunities for all theV3 community.We have worked closely
with OCLC on many major projects for over 20 years and recognise
their absolute commitment to the pursuit of excellence.'
'V3.Web is a well established ILL service use,' said Rein van Charldorp,
Managing Director, OCLC PICA. 'It has a proven track record with
high user satisfaction ratings and sits well alongside the current ILL
infrastructure OCLC PICA has hosted for more than 15 years.'

community and ensure that resources continue to be provided for
future development', said Frankie Macrow, ChairV3 User Group.
LBS4 streamlines library management
A new, state-of-the-art local library system from OCLC PICA debuted
in June at Potsdam University in Germany. LBS4 offers powerful new

functionality and prnductivity features to help libraries manage their
operations more effectively. LBS4's new Web-based modules create a
flexible, easy-to-use technology platform that streamlines cataloguing,
circulation, acquisition and public access. Among the enhancements
are: an improved and extended range of search capabilities; an integrated on line public catalogue of books, journals and other formats
for seamless access; and self service checkout, circulation and account
administration for users via the Internet.
One of the founding customers of OCLC PICA and an active partner
in the European library cooperative, the University Library at
Groningen University worked with OCLC PICA, while using PRINCE 2,
to develop LBS4 for the Dutch library market. 'This joint venture has
been successful and we anticipate that LBS4 will meet the expectations of other Dutch libraries", said Alex Klugkist, Librarian University
of Groningen.

TRUSTED PARTNERSHIPS - SABINET ONLINE AND
DOC6

OCLC PICA partners with organisations with similar missions and values to create opportunities for closer European library cooperation.
Two of them are highlighted below.
Sabinet Online

OCLC PICA meets V3 .Web users who are very positive about joining
the OCLC PICA organisation. 'ocLc PICA is influential both in the
UK and overseas and will seek to marketV3.Web to a much wider

2003

In GGC
In PiCarta

7,278
137,124

2002

In GGC
In Pi Carta

8,482
180,500

2001

In GGC
In PiCarta

8,268
135,839

Mutual respect and open communications are at the heart of a
I0-year partnership between Sabi net Online and OCLC PICA, who
have worked together since 1994 to serve the South African library
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community with online services and software that help reduce costs
and fu rther access to the world 's information. It is rhe goal of both
organisations to foster increased library cooperation and to support
the library's vital role of serving the public's information needs in an
increasingly digital world.
In 2003, OCLC PICA and Sabinet announced a new collaborative
initiative to bring South African content to the European market.
SA ePublications, a full text database of 160 e-journals from South
African publishers, became available for three months at no charge
on PiCarta. Officials at both organisations believe there is high
interest in South African databases within Europe.
This is the first time that Sabinet cooperated with an international
partner to make a South African database avai lable for the European
market,' said Pierre Malan, Director, Academic & Library Division at
Sabinet. The success of this trial opens up many new exciting opportunities to work together in the future .'
ooc6

ooc6, an information systems and knowledge management consultant, is OCLC PICA's distributor in Spain. The cooperative partnership
with ooc6 pioneered the introduction of OCLC online systems and
databases to Spanish libraries in 1992 and today, more than 40 libraries
and information centres use OCLC cataloguing, resource sharing and
reference services. During the past two years, ooc6 has promoted
netlibrary e-books to the Spanish library community, resulting in
licensing agreements with Universidad Pablo Olavide and to cs1s
(Portal Mayores), as well as the cauc University library consortia,
I I libraries in the Catalonia area. In 2004, Doc6 will focus on OCLC
PICA's iPort Portal solution as well as the FirstSearch service.
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Statistic
Endusers Searches

The total number of end user searches in our database keeps growing. PiCarta, the integrated
multi-material database, is used more than the separate databases in OBN .

2003

0BN
PiCarta
Krantenbank
Total

2002

0BN
Pi Carta
Krantenbank
Total

2001

0BN
PiCarta
Krantenbank
Total

4,572,578
4,643,045
1,108,669
10,324,292
3. 161. 677
3,597,836
574,907
7,334,420
3,463,986
2,395,816
178,175
6,037,977

FINANCIAL REPORT

- REVENUES

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

Professional Solutions

2,679,S44

3,046,420

2,752,260

2,661,338

2,833,554

3,046,290

7,369,207

Library User Services

1,328,591

1,346,266

1,115,331

1,933 ,066

2,255,865

2,444,549

6,209,236

Library Management

1,788,491

2,498,649

2,708,629

2,844,959

3,226,550

3,656,241

3,475,999

TOTAL REVENUES

5,796,626

6,891,335

6,576,220

7,439,363

8,315,969

9,147,080

17,054,442

Pica Products

5,796,626

6,891,335

6,576,220

7,439,363

8,315,969

9,077,723

9,312,526

69,357

7,483,993

Systems

OCLC Products
LiBPAC
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257,923

Products

bottom left:

■ Pica Products

■ OCLC Products

■ LiBPAC Products

bottom right:

■ Library Management Systems

■ Professional Solutions

■ Library User Services

6.4%

Inter Library Loan

0.5%

Digitisation

1.1%

Other Solution

32.3%
4. 1%
10.0%

- - ----

€ 16,000 -

- -

Other Services
Central Library System

9.8%

Local Library System

0.6%

Portal System

35.2%

€ 18,000 -

Searching

(CBS)

(LBS)

Cataloguing

€ 14,000 - -

€ 12,000 --~~~-€ 10,000
€ 8,000
€ 6,000
€ 4,000

€ 2,000
€

o-1997 1998 1999

2000 2001

2002

2003

1997 1998 1999

2000 2001

2002

2003
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ORGANISATION
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LEGAL

FINANCE

ITC

PROJECT OFFICE

DEVELOPMENT

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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Supervisory Board

OCLC PICA

from left to right:
Joris van Bergen, Chairman (Stichting Pica)
Jay Jordan , Member

(OCLC

Inc.)

Rick Schwieterman, Member
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Krantenbank 2002/2003

The graphs show that the use of the Dutch Krantenbank, a newspaper database consisting of
the archives of six major Dutch newspapers, further increased in 2003 .The overall increase
in Krantenbank sessions as well as in the number of searches in the Krantenbank is both
74%. At the end of 2003 the increase is partly due to a pilot project that gives Dutch schools
access to the Krantenbank.
The curves in both the 2002 graph as well as the 2003 graph show similar trends: there is
a downfall of sessions and searches during the summer holiday and a significant peak at the
beginning of the school year. These trends can also be distinguished for the Consumentengids
and Keesings Historisch Archief (no graphs displayed). The latter two databases are hosted by
OCLC PICA and made available to all Dutch public libraries.
Total 2003
Total 2002

(- • )

Sess i ons : 26 4, 047

Full text: 1,953 , 694

Sea r ches: 794,798

Sessions: 151,128

Full text: 1,166,015

Searches: 455,923

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
0CLC PICA offers leading edge products and services for both

WinlBW > Library professionals use this 0CLC PICA-produced

library professionals and library end users. Products are developed

software to interact with CBS and LBS systems.

following extensive research and consultation with libraries and are
designed for all sizes and types of libraries. Our Pica products are

Connexion > Integrated online cataloguing to the 0CLC WorldCat

produced in Leiden, all 0CLC products are produced by 0CLC Inc

Union Catalogue. Available with both Web browser and Windowsbased client interfaces, Connexion is 0CLC's flagship cataloguing

in America.

service, providing a powerful, flexible suite of tools for creation and
editing of bibliographic and authority records. With built-in access to
WorldCat, Connexion integrates a library's cataloguing with 0CLC

LIBRARY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

shared cataloguing services.
Central Library System (cas) > This 0CLC PICA system
provides the infrastructure for the creation and management of
union catalogues and tools fo r regional inter library loan. The system

CatExpress > Simple copy cataloguing. CatExpress is a Web-based

is currently operational in the Netherlands, Germany and France.

volumes of materials or for cataloguers with less experience.

Local Library System (LBS) > LBS is 0CLC PICA'S integrated

Z39.S0 Cataloguing service > Enables libraries to search and

tool with an easy-to-learn interface suitable for cataloguing lower

library management system for local library management: from

retrieve MARC records from WorldCat using a Z39.50 compliant

cataloguing to ordering, from request to return, all in one system.

local system.

METADATA MANAGEMENT

knowledge organisation tool and the world's most widely used library

Dewey Services > Dewey Decimal Classification (ooc). A general

classification system. Now in its 22nd edition, the ooc is available in
GGC: OCLC PICA

Shared Cataloguing System > More than 200

both print and electronic formats. The electronic version, Web Dewey,

libraries and documentation centres in the Netherlands use the GGC

enhances the print updates with online delivery that is updated

every day to catalogue their collections. Use of a central database

continuously.

means that a publication need be catalogued only once and is
subsequently available for general use. The database contains more
than 20 million records .

Custom Cataloguing > Comprehensive technical services. Librar-

ies may contract with ocLc's experienced cataloguing professionals
for customised, expert solutions to their most difficult cataloguing,

OCLC

Cataloguing & Metadata Services > These include a

challenges. Services include retrospective conversion, reclassification,

broad range of services centred on the 0CLC WorldCat union

authority control and bibliographic record enhancement.

catalogue and bibliographic database of 54 million records, created
and maintained collectively by more than 9,000 member institutions
around the world.

feb

21 , 065

142,421

58,604

mar

23,039

170 , 463

66,730

apr

20.265

141,408

57,796

may

21. 052

170,311

66,442

jun

16,179

130,390

48,035

j ul

11. 297

82 , 368

29,733

aug

11,402

77,701

28. 691

sep

30,382

225,128

97,404

oct

32.133

239,319

103,087

nov

32,358

240,485

101,736

dee

24,319

191,029

79,847

Bibliographic Record Notification > The 0CLC Bibliographic

Record Notification service eases cataloguing maintenance by
automatically delivering upgraded 0CLC-MARC records to the library.

-
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Via PiCarta, this facility can also be used by end users.Through NCC/

PromptCat service > Automated copy cataloguing. The OCLC
PromptCat service further automates copy cataloguing by automati-

IBL books, periodicals and articles in the collections of more than 400

cally providing OCLC-MARC records and setting holdings for titles

Dutch libraries can be found. It is also possible to enter and process

ordered through participating material vendors.

photocopy and loan requests in this system.

World Cat Collection Sets > MARC record collections. These

OCLC

comprise pre-packaged sets of catalogue records for special sets of

expands the reach of a library by enabling it to borrow and lend

electronic, microform and non-microform resources, purchased

library materials through OCLC's electronic network of almost 7000

from vendors.

Interlibrary Loan

(ILL)

service > The OCLC ILL service

libraries, using the holdings attached to bibliographic records held in
WorldCat.

Batch Processing > Records and holdings maintenance. Provides
Direct Request service > The OCLC ILL Direct Request

a variety of offline options to add, update or cancel large numbers of

ocLc ILL

records or holdings, locally and in WorldCat.

service accepts an ISO-IO 161 ILL Request from an external system.

RetroCon > OCLC RetroCon services convert records, including

user requests to the OCLC Interlibrary Loan service for fulfilment.

OCLC ILL Direct Request automatically receives and then sends library
online and offline creation of records from cards or other biblio-

Union List > The OCLC Union List service multiplies

graphic records, as well as conversion of Chinese. Japanese and

OCLC

Korean titles. In addition to monographs, OCLC has experience in

resources and lowers borrowing costs by providing access to

converting serials, music , manuscripts and all other special formats ,

CONSER bibliographic records, the National Serials Data program,

including serial local data records.

the U.S. Newspaper Program, 220 union list groups, and WorldCat
which contains over 7.6 million Local Data Records .

CILLA

> The Co-operative of lndic Language Library Authorities

Reports > OCLC ILL Reports offer details of the ILL

(CILLA) is an OCLC PICA subscription service which assists libraries

OCLC ILL

to meet the needs of their lndic Communities by providing an

activity of a library that in turn can be used to analyse the library's

acquisitions and cataloguing service for lndic Language materials.

workflow or borrowing and lending patterns.

The languages covered are Bengali from Bangladesh and India,
Gujarati, Hindi, Punjabi.Tamil from India & Sri Lanka and Urdu from
India and Pakistan.

END USER SERVICES

OCLC PICA offers access to a number of services of which iPort,
PiCarta and FirstSearch are the most important.

INTER LIBRARY LOAN

OCLC PICA
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Interlibrary Loan System

NCC/IBL

iPort > iPort is OCLC PICA's Web-based portal service that provides

> The Dutch

Interlibrary Loan system based on the Dutch National Catalogue

access to multiple resources both local and remote. It offers a power-

NCC and Online Contents OLC is a service for professional use.

ful and elegant discovery and delivery tool.

Statistics
PiCarta

In general, the graphs show that the use of PiCarta in 2003 has increased compared to
the use in 2002. More specifically, both the number of PiCarta sessions and the number of
PiCarta searches have increased.

The curves in 2002 and 2003 show similar trends: there is a downfall of sessions and
searches during the summer holiday and a significant peak at the beginning of the school year
(September/October/November).

Total 2003
Total 2002

c-

J

Sessions: 1,027,079

Searches: 3,835,777

705,578

Searche s: 2 ,975,578

Se ss ions:

PiCarta > 0CLC PICA's PiCarta is an integrated, multimaterial

database which contains request facilities and which offers access to
online resources and electronic documents among other things.The
user who opts for PiCarta can browse several databases at the same
time by entering one search.
OBN

library staff and specialists. Cooperation and collaboration are the
keys to Question Point's power and success.Through Question Point
libraries may form or join regional, national and international reference networks, allowing each member to extend is reference service
to include subject specialists around the world.

> The Open Library Network 0BN connects national and local

library systems in the Netherlands and integrates existing systems,
networks and processes. 0BN offers services such as browsing

HOSTING SERVICES

library catalogues and other databases separately and document
delivery to the user's desktop.

0CLC PICA offers hosting services of which De Krantenbank,
Consumentengids and Keesings Historisch Archief are specifically
designed for end users of the Dutch public libraries.These databases

Publiekwijzer > Publiekwijzer is tailored to the needs of the public
library audience in the Netherlands. End users can either browse the
databases separately or use the integrated PiCarta user interface.

are offered via Publiekwijzer.

OCLC FirstSearch service > FirstSearch gives library users seamless
electronic access to a rich collection of reference databases, with links
to over IO million full text articles and external information resources.
Display of local library holdings and links to local catalogues mean that
users can easily identify items in their own library's collection.

OCLC FirstSearch Electronic Collections Online > This powerful electronic journals service offers Web access to a growing collection of more than 4,900 titles, from over 70 publishers of academic
and professional journals, combined with a robust archiving solution.

netlibrary > netLibrary offers libraries a comprehensive collec-

tion of electronic books (eBooks), making it possible to access over
60,000 titles of research, reference and reading materials online.
QuestionPoint > Jointly developed by 0CLC and the US Library of
Congress, QuestionPoint is a unique virtual and collaborative refer-

ence service which harnesses the power of Internet technologies to
enable library users to submit questions and receive answers from

Sessions

Searches

jan

77,540

308,194

feb

76,345

305,032

mar

80,467

326,190

apr

76 , 231

319,563

may

75,041

303,549

jun

64,864

256 , 063

jul

51,687

200,597

aug

51,195

188,422

s ep

121. 539

448,129

oct

134,328

458 , 279

nov

120,726

410 , 215

dee

97,116

311,544

De Krantenbank > De Krantenbank contains articles published
in major Dutch newspapers such as NRC Handelsblad,Algemeen
Dagblad,Volkskrant,Trouw, Parool and De Telegraaf. De Krantenbank
has an archive that goes back to 1991 and it is updated daily. Each
night, the articles from that day's papers are added to the database.
Consumentengids > The Consumentengids database contains full
text articles (tests} from 1998 up to, but not including, those from

the latest issue.The Consumentenbond is especially known for its reliable, independent tests of products and services, monthly published
in the Consumentengids.
Keesings Historisch Archief > Keesings Historisch Archief is a
database that contains full text data from 1946 onwards and forms
a complete reference book about present-day world history. On a
monthly basis new ·mportant facts and happenings in all countries
over the world are systematically presented.
NRC Handelsblad > 0CLC PICA looks after and maintains the
accessibility of the Digital Archive of NRC Handelsblad, a major Dutch
newspaper.With the powerful search engine of 0CLC PICA users are
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provided with access to the full text articles of more than twelve

as they were originally designed.

volumes of NRC Handelsblad.This Digital Archive is accessible via the

Leading organisations such as the British Library rely on Olive to

website of NRC.

manage their newspaper assets for access and sharing by the world.

LBS

LBS

Hosting > This is a completely managed hosting service of our

at our Information Technology Centre in Leiden.

CONTENTdm

> An affordable , scalable solution that's easy to use.

Whatever materials libraries wish to share, including images, video,
and audio files, this flexible, multi-function software package handles
it all.Whether a collection consists of 500 or a million assets, CON-

DIGITAL

& PRESERVATION RESOURCES

TENTdm offers a scalable solution that grows with a library's needs.
CONTENTdm can now link automatically to WorldCat providing an

OCLC PICA Digital & Preservation Resources provide libraries with

easy way to add digital collections to the world's largest bibliographic

the flexibility to preserve and manage digital collections via micro-

database and so offer unparalleled visibility for digital collections.

filming, digitising, collection management tools and archiving services.
Digital Archive > The Digital Archive offers a safe, reliable, standPreservation Service Centres > Our Preservation Service

ards-based, long-term solution for the life cycle management of digital

Centres in The Hague, the Netherlands, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania and

collections. Capture Web pages and other digital-only assets and

Lacey.Washington are staffed by experienced technicians and consult-

maintain them for tomorrow in the Digital Archive. You choose how

ants who work closely with libraries to identify their needs, and

information is harvested and how users find it.

provide custom microfilming, scanning and digital services so that the
libraries can provide broad access to collections while preserving

> Comprehensive front-end help.We understand the challenges of

newspapers, books, manuscripts, photographic formats and more

planning for and developing digital collections. From grant-writing

and provide high quality preservation microfilming and storage. The

assistance to technology training, OCLC is a resource centre designed

Centres enrich a library's digital collections by adding metadata and

around libraries' needs.

full-text search capabilities so collections are fully retrievable, not
just identifiable.
Olive Software/Historic Newspaper Service > Digital

collection management for newspapers that preserves cultural
context while providing powerful indexing and searching.
Olive Software's ActivePaper Archive software and processes, available through OCLC PICA, offer a powerful application for managing
digital collections of historical newspapers. Not only are newspaper
collections made far more accessible (via the Web), but they are also
28

Digital and Preservation Resources Education and Planning

them for generations to come. Preservation Service Centres digitise

made more meaningful to users seeking to view these newspapers
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